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Optical transmission is replacing old copper cables technology at homes and businesses across the UK. 
 
NueTec is transforming the way 4KUltra HD/Ultra HD/4KHDR are transmitted to short and long distances. Our 
Active Optic Fibre models represent the state of the art; we guarantee superior 4K Ultra HD transmission- 
HDR, 60Hz, 10bit (Billion rich colours) 70m away from source. 
 
The firm’s range of products are an ideal solution for electricians who secure first fix routing of cables, 
developers who wish to offer technologically up to date home and office data networks and speciality 
installers who wish to offer end users the ultimate home theatre experience. 
 
 “High bandwidth transmission via optical system is the future” says the Managing Director Abbas Hussain. He 
has taken time to form a complete high bandwidth ecosystem that is using powerful optical high speed models 
to send the highest possible quality and the most stable 4K signal (18Gbps) using universal HDMI2.0 
connections. The system’s parts were carefully matched to form a synergy of performance between each of its 
transmission models and high bandwidth hubs that far exceeds all current capacities of copper based 
technology which is limited to 10.2Gbps (e.g. HDbaseT products), it offers a minimum of 18Gbps across its 
length of 70m range.  
 
NueTec’s is standing at the vanguard of the HDMI latest developments, its models are able to generate speeds 
three times higher than those available from current HDbaseT copper technology. 
The Ecosystems developed by Abbas are capable of 30Gbps and are offering the most stable transmission of 
3840x2160 at 10bit due to a minimum 18Gbps bandwidth available at up to 300m. 
 
NueTec’s models are subjected to the most complete and transparent testing procedures, the manufacturing 
and the testing is carried by verifiable authorised HDMI LLC adaptors and ATCs. 
The test results and related documentation are published on NueTec’s site. 
 
Additionally, Abbas has highlighted the latest race to avail optical connection by Virgin, BT to both domestic 
and business users.  Large data providers are faced with ever growing demands for speed and access to 
storage and are tearing their copper networks, replacing them with fibre optic links.  
 
Consumers can now purchase 10bit flat screen displays. The current generation of 10bit flat screens can make 
full use of the game changing combination of HDR and REC.2020 WCG.   
With home entertainment changing to accommodate 4K, VR and IOT devices Nuetec’s product stand ready to 
offer the most robust transmission available for residential and professional environments. 
  
The firm’s range of products are an ideal solution for electricians who secure first fix routing of cables, 
developers who wish to offer technologically up to date home and office data networks and speciality 
installers who wish to offer end users the ultimate home theatre experience. 
 
NueTec will be launching its Ecosystems at ISE this coming February. NueTec is a division of Nue World Ltd. 
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